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What does digital communication mean ?

What are the  famous communication Apps ?
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To share ideas , feelings and experiences .

Telling stories , carving on stones and painting .

You can call everyone, everywhere ,whenever you like . 

You can watch news around the world on TV.



To inform us some information about  
communication in the past and nowadays .

To communicate easily and convey ideas quickly .



Past simple + after     had + P.P
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felt had passed

arrived had finished 

had seen





Socializatio
n

Family 
Relationship
s

  

Sources of 
information

Modern 
gaming 

Calling friends 
Good 

communication 
Sending 

 messages  

Sharing  feelings
Calling each  
other 

Sharing adviceSharing photos

Sharing opinions 
 and  feelings 

Searching    
for information

Doing 
 researches

Watching 
videos

Playing games 
 on line 

Saving personal 
 information

Winning prizes 
Downloading 
new games 

Inviting 
friends 
for play



What do you know about the history of communication ?

What are the stages of communication from the past till 
today ?



I prefer smart phone applications .

I can make audio and video calls and send stickers . 

I prefer using letters too .

It’s expressive . When I write , I write with feelings . 
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Fire 

Postal services
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Smoke signal

Travelling for a long distance .

Telling stories .

Fire Carrier pigeon 

Dangerous roads Bad weather

Giving advice 

Painting Carving on stones



Communication was very different in the past .
communicate by using fires and messengers .

People used to

pigeons to convey their messages . 
They also used carrier 

People used smoke signals to let 
There were many difficulties

At war time , people found it difficult .
Long distance travelling was another 

problem people used to face .
Really , it was very hard to communicate in the past .

Bad weather was an obstacle .

to communicate .

other people know about their place .





Famous actors are both talented and skillful .

Sky diving are both interesting and dangerous .

Both British people and American people are English .



Both the sky and the sea are blue .
Winter is both cold and rainy .
Both the books and the internet are useful .
The park is both beautiful and clean .



What do you think communication will be like in the future ?

Will be there any types of mobile phones ?



Will robots do any kind of communication with humans ?

How will watches be like in the future ?

Will house be smart like appliances ?

How will mobiles be like in the future ?





Arm bracelet 

Smart newspaper 

Smart lenses 





Think , pair and 
share : 

It will project a touch screen onto arm to use apps easily . 

The reader can activate content by touching parts of the 
page . 

They can let you watch movies or read messages without 
opening eyes .





pigeons
Smoke signals

messengers

messages in bottles bracelet

Smart houses 
Smart cars 

Robots as humans



Communication today is totally different from the past . People used to  
 communicate by using messages in bottles and pigeons . These old ways are  
very special .I’d like to use them in our world today .They used messengers to 
to deliver messages .If we come back to use messengers again , it will 
be great .Communication is developing very fast ,so there will be an amazing 

change  . In the future .People will be able to communicate by using bracelets and smart
newspapers .They will also communicate by using smart houses and smart cars .
There will be robots that can communicate like humans .It will be a stunning life .



Unit Nine

 Keeping in Touch



Is there any relation between storytelling and communication ?

Do you like telling stories ? why ?







It’s about Joha and his son with the donkey .

Listening to what people are saying is sometimes a problem . 

Joha and his son sometimes rode the donkey . Other times , 
they 
got off the donkey when they heard people speaking about 



Joha and his son would carry the donkey ,then they would 
meet 
other people who would ask why again and they ended the 
story  
carrying the donkey to their home . 

Never listen to people or do as what they say 
 without making up your mind .





to listen to his father .

not to disturb him .





Storytelling is an old way of communication . 
Do you think we need it today ?

Who used to tell you stories when you were young ?
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A wise and good man He is mistaken . He will realise that soon . 

Yes, I would . One should help those in troubles  
,especially if they are neighbours .

I am proud of being a Muslim .

They shouldn’t be proud of being healthy while others are not . 
They shouldn’t be proud of being wealthy while others are not .

To worship Allah and be happy in my life .
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after

for



Once , I was driving home when I saw an accident .
That was so horrible . A driver was lying in pain with a broken
arm and leg.First , I called the ambulance to get him to hospital .
Then , I helped him to get out of his car .After that he was taken 
to hospital . Later , he got better and came back to his family .



Do you like reading ?Why?

What kind of books do you enjoy reading ?



I read Quran and short stories .

I read every day .

Reading is the fuel of thinking and knowledge .







The history of stories The importance of stories 

Why stories are powerful .





Ancestors 

Wisdom 
Trust 



Giving advice , telling about History and important events .

They are effective way to communicate .They convey messages and 
wisdom .

Yes , we can .When we want to deliver a message or give advice . 



Stories are the most effective way to communicate . 

They deliver messages . They can deliver wisdom too .

Stories communicate values , not just skills . They help 

parents teach children about life .

Stories are so powerful . They can build trust 

between the speaker and the listener . They increase 

interest . They can engage emotions . They also help
people understand the world .







Module 
Four

Discoveries and Inventions
Unit Ten

Exploring Abilities
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pots

Store food 
and liquids

glass

Make 
glassware

wheels

Make 
vehicles 
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glass

Chewing gum 3rd 

2nd 
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About 2.5 million years 
ago
By cutting the Sapodilla tree.

We can now buy fast food meals at any time we want.
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The ancient Romans
The Chinese 

The Mexicans
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The Mexicans made chewing gum for 
themselves.

77



yourself

himself

herself

myself
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The Internet
It was invented for communication.
Most people use it nowadays. 
It made our life easy.
I would like to make it free for all people.
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12 34 56
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The computer It is used for everything.
The fridge It is used for keeping food.

The television It is used for watching things.

The Internet It is a source of information.The electric 
light It is used for lighting .
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butter

shoes

money

month
s photos

sand milk

dinars

78



much

a little

a few

many

79
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   The Internet is a very important 
invention for me. It helps me to 
keep in touch with my friends 
and relatives. It saves my time 
and effort. I can get a lot of 
information on it. I think that the 
world will be a difficult place 
without the Internet. 
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1- Thomas 
Edison2- The Wright Brothers
3- Benjamin Franklin
4- Alexander Bell
5- Tim Berners Lee
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To control the humidity at his printing company. 

For his invention ‘Alchemist’.

He played a key role in the creation of Apple II, 
MacBook, iPod, iPhone and iPad.

8
1
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Module 
Four

Intelligence and 
Creativity

Unit Eleven
 Exploring Abilities
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The evolution 
of ideas

A technician 
uses past ideas

If you join a computer and a 
network, you get the net

If you join a telephone and a 
printer, you get the fax

Changing how 
we do things

Doctors send tube with a camera 
to treat the body from inside

Doctors use the laser 
to do operation

Finding a new 
use for things

Glass for making 
pots used for lens

City planners slow 
traffic with signs
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development combined careful comfortable involved
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helpful

fearless

improvement



83

tall
thin

handsome
Black hair

helpful
smart
active

friendly

reading
swimming
travelling



John is a young man. He is tall and thin. 
He has got black hair and brown eyes. 
He is friendly and helpful. He is smart 
and active. He likes reading, swimming 
and travelling.  



84

My father is the most creative person in 
our family because he always has effective 
solutions for our daily problems.



8
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Go for a walk.

It broadens your mind .

It isn’t good for your brain

Exercise your brain
It enables you to do different things
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Create classroom games.
Give students choices. 
Think outside the box.
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The more you study

the happier I will be

The earlier you go

The more we exercise, the healthier we become.

The brighter the sun is, the happier I will be.

















Agatha Christie over sixty books in hotel rooms, on 
kitchen tables or in her bedroom. 

Charles Dickens only slept and wrote facing the north 
and believed that this practice improved his creativity. 

Nikola Tesla rarely slept for more than two hours straight.



He wants to tell us about creative people 
that were unusual in their own way. 

Unusual Habits of creative people.  









   One day, John went on a trip to an island. He went there 
with some of his friends. While they were preparing their 
camp on the island, a huge bear attacked them. John was 
very afraid so he ran away quickly. 

   John is a young man. He is tall and thin. He has got black 
hair an brown eyes. He is friendly and helpful. He is smart 
and active. He likes reading, swimming and travelling.  

   John climbed a tall tree and waited silently. He used his 
mobile phone to call for help. After some time, a helicopter 
landed on the island. The policemen managed to control 
the wild animal and saved all the boys. John was very 
happy to see his friends safe. It was one of the worst days 
in his life. 














